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Aircraft Building: Seamless Perfection
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Applying a "peanut butter"-like trowel or squeegee will fill the low spots without totally covering the high areas.



JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT



Seamless Perfection



your composite aircraft was almost complete, it's time to finish it. . ; Looking at the weave of the reinforcing material ' that is clearly apparent, you wonder how much time it will take to create that seamless exterior that is the hallmark of composite construction. A lot. Many experienced composite builders say that creating the finish constitutes roughly a third of the total time it takes to build the airplane. Before we march through the steps in the composite finishing process, let's address some of its challenges. Before beginning our discussion on how to finish a composite surface, let's look at problems builders will face. Filler is first on the list, and using too much of it can create problems. Fillers are designed to smooth . ;l .; •



>



a surface—not build parts of the airplane. The problems from using filler for parts—or using too much filler—are most apparent in areas subject to flexing, like the wing's leading edge. 108
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How to create the finish composite airplanes are known for



RON ALEXANDER



You achieve the perfect finish with sandpaper and a buffer—not the spray gun.



polyurethane mixes will flex well, but thick coats of it will crack. Apply only enough paint to get the color and gloss you desire. Then quit. You achieve the perfect finish with sandpaper and a buffer—not the spray gun. Finally, you must protect epoxy resins from the sun's UV radiation, which causes them to deteriorate. One resin manufacturer cautions that its highest-grade epoxy can break down in 15 months if not protected from the sun. This is true of all epoxies. A chalky surface is the first symptom of deterioration, and it's followed by delamination. Using a primer that blocks the sun's UV rays is the best way to protect



Builders have used polyester fillers and surface primers on a number of aircraft for years, and polyester resin is prone to shrink and then crack with time. This shrinkage causes



cracks in the final (exterior) finish and, sometimes, peeling. Thick coats of high-build automotive polyurethane will also crack. As a top-coat paint, most two-part



epoxy resins, and it's a simple insurance policy. Filling and finishing aircraft composites has borrowed much of its technology from the automotive industry because it was available and because people are familiar with it. The problem with this is that airplanes flex a lot more than cars do, and this leads to problems with



1TC-401-ENRI Portable Intercoms



Featuring Enhance Noise Reduction cracking, especially if the homebuilder uses the wrong type of filler or finisher. With these potential problems in mind, let's step through composite aircraft finishing.



Step 1—Filling Using a homemade mixture of microballoons and resin is the classic method of filling rough areas and the fabric weave patterns. You create this slurry by adding microballoons



The FlightTech Intercoms ITC-401-ENRI featuring the



Exclusive Enhanced Noise Reduction ckcuitry, the first major intercom improvement in 30 years. Enhanced Noise Reduction No Squelch Controls Continuous Quiet Communications without Background Noise Single Control Operation Up to 80 hours of operation on 9V Lithium Battery



FlightTech Intercoms



www.flighttech.com



Two and Four ENRI panel mount models available.



630-971 -9692 FAX 630-971 -9742



Automated Engine Monitoring...



to epoxy until the mixture resembles peanut butter, and then you trowel or squeegee it into the area



that needs filler. If you don't want to make your own slurry, SuperFil is



..in one instrument! From RPM to peak detection leaning, the EIS does it all. Includes graphical and digital displays,



a commercially pre-mixed epoxy



customizable screens, and alarms with



external warning light. Models for all



filler formulated for airplanes.



engines...find out why the EIS is the



NEW!



choice of thousands of pilots.



All-cylinder EGT/CHT analyzer



functions for 4 or 6 cylinder engines



Grand Rapids Technologies, Inc.



$473 2-stroke



$553



2-cyl 4 stroke



$995



4-cylinder



Prices include probes.



889 76th St SW #2. Byron Center. Ml 49315



616583-8000



Fax 616 583 8001



www. Hometown. AOL.com/EnglnfoSy.s



Mike McKuiik Brighton. Ml (810)527-6509



SuperFil Is a commercially pre-mixed epoxy filler.



Don't use Bondo body filler in place of this slurry because the automotive product is a polyester resin, and it will shrink with time, creating cracks. Besides, Bondo is heavier than the microballoon slurry, and extra weight, no matter how slight,



steals the plane's useful load. Make sure the surface is clean



and free of any release-agent wax before you apply any filler. Sand the surface using 180- to 220-grit sandpaper as a final step before applying the filler. Then mix the filler by weight and spread it across the area you're working on. To avoid future cracks, don't apply too much filler. Start with a thin coat and force it hard into the surface. When properly mixed, SuperFil has the consistency of soft peanut butter. For the best results apply it Sport Aviation
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Standard Equipment on all Kits:



"'Full enclosure - Flaps - All welding & machining complete - Brakes Cockpit adjustable trim - Aluminum cantilevered wing •"Floats & skis available - Removable wing - 10 min. - Extremely easy to disassemble for trailering & storage



C r u i s e s a t 1 2 0 mph - S t a l l s i n t h e 3 0 ' s For more info: Contact your local dealer or



Titan Headquarters - 2730 Walter Main Road - Geneva, Ohio - 44041 -



Phone: (440)466-0602 - Fax: ( 4 4 0 ) 4 6 6 - 7 5 5 0 - E-mail: [email protected] For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at wvwv.eaa.org



Aircraft Building



Here Be sure the surface is clean and free of any release-agent wax before applying the filler.



WKKt AIRCRAFT SUPPLY 800-221-9425



Fax 618-654-6591



wicksalrcraft.com
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"GIVE YOUR INSTRUMENT PANEL THE ULTIMATE



ENHANCEMENT" Glare Shield



Lighting with Blackout Protection



Panel Lighting with Blackout Protection Custom Instrument Panels



• Exotic Real Wood • Carbon Fiber Machined Plastic



Aero Enhancements, Inc. 636-527-2120, FAX: 636-256-0370



Toll Free: 1-888-821-AERO (2376) www.aeroenhancements.com



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at wwweaa.org



When properly applied, the filler will be translucent over the high areas and fill the lower areas. ' '



when the temperature is 75°F or warmer and use a squeegee. Your objective is to fill the low spots in the fabric weave without totally covering the high spots. When properly applied, SuperFil should be translucent over the high areas and fill the low areas. Do not use any filler, SuperFil or otherwise, to build up or shape leading edges or fillets. Fillers are not structural materials. Any build-up more than 1/4-inch deep is too much. After applying the filler material it's time for the composite builder's favorite activity—sanding. Here are a few rules: • Use only high-quality sandpaper. Cheap sandpaper can leave scratches. • Hand sanding is usually more accurate than using a machine sander; machines make it easier to sand through the underlying reinforcement material. • Spend very little time with rough-grit sandpaper—use 40- to 80-grit sandpaper sparingly. • Change sandpaper grit gradually, about 100 grit at a time. This helps achieve smoothness. 110
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'The Best All-Metal Airplane A Person Can BuMd' Mustang II Two Place



"A great cross country machine. At 200 mph,



1,000 miles a day is a piece of cake...



35 Years Proven Reliability 800+ Built



• To find high areas or depressions in an area, use a straight edge or



My Mustang II



operates on 160 hp J and has to be the * most economical &jfiir~" airplane for its spebd and versatility."



a template that matches a curved surface.



• Don't make the surface too smooth or it won't hold the primer coat. Stop sanding with about 240-grit sandpaper.



Midget Mustang
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Mustang Aeronautics, Inc.



FAST/SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION



WITH QUICK BUILD 1



AIRHfAME KITS S1ARI UNDER $10,000
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INFO PACK $10, VIDEO $16



Step 2—Priming
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Single Scalar



Phone (248) 649-6818 • Fax (248) 649-0098
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www.MustangAero.com



OVERSEAS S&H ADO $5



Applying the filler completes the initial surface preparation. You complete the work using a filler/primer. Filler/primer serves two primary purposes: it fills pinholes left in the composite part or filler and it provides a smooth, level surface for the top-coat paint. The adage that preparation is 90 percent of painting certainly applies to composite airplanes. The harder you work at getting a perfectly smooth, level surface, the better your paint job will look. To make the process really interesting, there are three different composite aircraft surfaces. Each type presents its own challenges, and



some aircraft have a combination of these surfaces. Hand lay-up or vacuum-bagged composite parts, like those found in the Cozy and Long-EZ, arc the first type of surface. These parts usually require a lot of filling, particularly if they weren't vacuum bagged. There will be pinholes in the sanded filler material that will certainly require a filler/primer. Molded prepreg parts (Lancair, Pulsar, etc.) generally come out of the mold level, but they usually have pinholes and require a filler/primer.



Gel-coated parts (Glasair, Seawind, etc.) get their gel coats in the mold before the part is laid in. This makes them level and virtually pinhole free. Some polyester gel coats shrink with time, and often builders grind off a portion of the gel coat and then prime the sanded surface with a more stable filler/primer.



FLIGHT PERFORMANCE RECORDER,TM Records entire flight on removable data



cards for download to PC



Analyzes the data automatically - just point



and click on the desired flight segment! Graphs the results in standard format for your Pilot's Operating Handbook



Complete systems include recorder, sensors, software, data card, card reader and dedicated GPS receiver $2195. Fuel Flow options $250/5500.



3D Flight Replay



Software sold separately to graph manually recorded performance $129



www.flightperformance.com



Sport Aviation
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For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at wvww.eaa.org
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cracks in the final (exterior) finish and, sometimes, peeling. Thick coats of high-build auto- motive polyurethane will also crack. As a top-coat paint, most two-part.
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